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NEUTRON STARS

Weber, Hamil, Mimura and Negreiros (2011)



• Mass observations

• Radius estimates

• Rotation properties

• Magnetic Properties

A FEW THINGS WE KNOW...



A FEW THINGS MORE WE KNOW
ABOUT NUCLEAR PHYSICS...

• Nuclear matter properties

• Hypernuclei data

• HIC flow data



GOALS
• Reconcile microscopic and macroscopic properties.

• Of particular interest is to obtain an EoS that satisfy the observed neutron star 
high mass as well as small radii.

• For this we need an EoS with softer symmetry energy.

• We also seek a microscopic description that agrees with observed neutron 
stars thermal data.



MICROSCOPIC MODEL

• Scalar and vector self-interaction as 
well as a mixed quartic vector 
interaction..

• Softening of the symmetric EoS around 
saturation.

• Softening of the EoS at high densities.

• Modification of density dependence 
of symmetry energy.



MICROSCOPIC MODEL

- Original Model

- No Hyperons

- Stiff Symmetry energy



MICROSCOPIC MODEL

- Improved Model

- No Hyperons

- Softer Symmetry energy



MICROSCOPIC MODEL
- Improved Model

- Hyperons

- Softer Symmetry energy



MICRO → MACROSCOPIC 
PROPERTIESSofter Symmetry Energy

Stiffer Symmetry Energy



THERMAL EVOLUTION

• Thermal evolution is driven by 
neutrino emissions from the 
core, and photon emission from 
the surface.

• Neutrino emissions strongly 
depend on the core 
composition.

• Depending on its mass, a 
neutron star may exhibit fast or 
slow cooling.
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NEUTRON STARS COOL INSIDE OUT!



SUPERFLUIDITY

• Both protons and neutrons may form pairs inside the neutron star.

• We consider standard neutron singlet (crust) and triplet (core) pairing.

• For the proton singlet, we explore three possibilities: shallow, médium and
deep.



THERMAL EVOLUTION 
(MODERATE P-SC)



SUMMARY

• We have obtained an equation of state that satisfies the (current) constrains on 
mass and radii, as well as nuclear and HIC flow data.

• We have found good agreement with thermal properties, without the need to resort 
to pervasive proton-pairing.

• Our cooling results indicate that thermal data is better described by EoS with softer 
symmetry energy – smaller radius.

• We thus have more evidence favoring smaller radii (softer symmetry energy).

• Cooling data regarding Cas A may have to be revised.


